


PDC 187 
             SDR E-mail Address to be Added to DODAAF 
 
 
1.  Originator 
 
      a. Service/Agency:  Defense Logistics Management Standards Office (DLMSO) 
 
      b. Originator:  Ms. Ellen Hilert, DOD SDR System Administrator 
 
2.  Functional Area 
 
      Primary:  Supply/SDR/DODAAF 
 
3.  Requested Change 
 
     a. Title:  SDR E-mail Address to be Added to DODAAF 
 
     b. Description of Change:  In June of 2004, a project was completed that provided a 
reengineered DODAAF.  In addition to providing an updated architecture to include the 
ability to update addresses via a web site, numerous data elements not previously 
available are now part of the file. Additionally there is the capability to add additional 
data elements as required.  This change will add an SDR e-mail address (preferably a 
generic email account) to the DODAAF.  This address will be used by WebSDR/DAASC 
to route SDRs for action and/or information when no transactional interface is available.   
 
     c. Procedures:  Expand the DODAAF to allow identification of an SDR-related e-
mail address associated with each DOD Activity Address Code/Routing Identifier Code 
(DODAAC/RIC).  WebSDR will access this address for routing of SDRs.  Currently 
WebSDR maintains a file of e-mail address which would be used for the initial loading of 
the DODAAF.   Subsequently, Component Central Service Points (CSPs) will be 
responsible for updating email addresses. 
 
     d. Alternatives:  Although not required for WebSDR processing, a point of contact 
(POC) name and telephone number could also added to the file for use by individuals.  
Addressees are requested to provide comments as to the usefulness of these data 
elements. 
 
4.  Reason for Change:  Currently WebSDR maintains a file of e-mail addresses used 
for routing SDRs and accesses the DODAAF to print in the clear address on the SDRs.  
This change will allow WebSDR to access one source for address information.    
 
5.  Advantages and Disadvantages   
 
     a. Advantages:  Allows e-mail addresses for SDRs to be updated and maintained as a 
part of the DODAAF which is the authoritative DOD source reference repository for 



addresses.  This change shifts responsibility for e-mail table maintenance to the 
responsible Service and away from the DAASC program team. 
 
     b. Disadvantages: None specifically identified.  
 
6.  IMPACT 
 
     a. Data Content/Procedures:  This change will require changes to WebSDR and to 
the DODAAF.  In addition, Component CSP will be required to maintain an additional 
data element in the DODAAF. 
 
    b. Publications:  This change will impact DOD 4000.25-M, DLMS and DLAI 
4140.55/AR 735-11-2/SECNAVINST 4355.18a/afjman 23-215, Reporting of Supply 
Discrepancies. 
                      


